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(Clockwise from this page): Tacos 
Perla’s award–winning salsas and 
Mango-Habanero Michelada pair 

well with all their tacos; Galaxy 
Tacos serves their fare in fresh, 

house–made, GMO–free tortillas; 
don’t let the graffitied exterior 
fool you, Pokez in East Village 

serves up some of the best 
vegetarian tacos in San Diego.

Let’s Taco ‘Bout Tacos 
SaN DIEgo oFFErS MorE thaN thE traDItIoNal, tIrED taco

B y  E m I l y  G l a s E r

Tacos Perla, North Park
For many San Diegans, the old adage could easily be changed to “What 
happens in Tijuana, stays in Tijuana;” luckily for us, that isn’t true 
of Tacos Perla, a concept formed on the streets of TJ and brought to 
North Park in 2014. Founders of the taco shop understood from the 
beginning that they had to make Tacos Perla unique to withstand the 
howling winds of competition, so early on they focused on experience 
as well as flavor. As Jon Ritt, the brand’s designer, said, “We’re kind of 
filling that niche of high design with authenticity of the street food.” 
Step into the meticulously designed interior, its palette designed 

around the 1968 Olympics in Mexico, and sip on a Mango Habanero 
Michelada as you decide on your tacos.

The Tacos: Of course, there are the traditionals, but the non–
traditionals offer a flavorful, fun taco–ride. Take The Ocho: braised–
then–grilled octopus with poblano, pesto and cheese; this isn’t your 
mother’s taco shop! We also love El Futbol, smoked albacore with 
green chile pipian, jack cheese and red onion, or try any of the tacos 
stuffed into a fire–roasted chile for a spicier alternative to a tortilla! 
tacosperla.com

Galaxy Taco, La Jolla
Galaxy Taco was born from a verified passion 

for those foods that hail from below 
the border, but this modern spot is 

all–California. From their devotion 
to non–GMO and organic foods 

to spunky, colorful decor, Galaxy 
Taco is defying the stereotypes and 
embracing its locality. The tacos 
may steal the show here, but it’s 

the massive tequila and mezcal 
selection (one of the largest and 
most varied in the county) that 
keeps you in your seat long after the 

last crumb tumbles. 

The Tacos: Galaxy Taco serves it’s fare 
in the delicious bosom of house–made 

tortillas, handmade from non–GMO 
heirloom corn, the masa ground fresh daily. 

The innards of the tacos are where Galaxy’s 
creativity shines; try the tender Lamb Barbacoa, with 

onion, tomato–mint salsa and yogurt, or The Tacolandia, 
which features marinated, braised and seared pork shoulder, 

jalapeño slaw and chicharron. Even the classics are special, like the eternal favorite Carne Asada, 
where the traditional guacamole and onion are paired with a spicy smoked bone marrow salsa. 
Plus, there’s plenty of vegetarian fare (even meat lovers will swoon over the Birria de Res, with 
pickled onion, cilantro and cabbage). galaxytaco.com

Pokez, East Village
As the saying goes, it’s an oldie but a goodie. Pokez has been slinging some of the finest 
Mexican fare—vegetarian, vegan and carnivorous—in San Diego since 1994. Step through the 
sticker–laden door and grab a seat in the graffitied interior for an authentic piece of downtown 
SD. Wash down the gratis chips and salsa with a pitcher of sangria as you peruse the perfectly 
curated menu, where local favorites like tofu fajitas and California burritos go head–to–head.

The Tacos: As a subtitle of their menu declares, Pokez’s strong–suit is “the unusual usuals.” If 
you’re in the mood for a deliciously different classic, order up a Mahi Mahi, Shrimp, or Carne 
Asada taco. But this is where the vegetarians can come to roost: try the Veggie, Potato, or Tofu, 
Potato and Mushroom tacos; they may sound basic, but they are anything but. Whatever you 
choose, make sure you throw in an extra side of their famous cabbage salad; its crunchy, fresh 
and the perfect palate–cleanser for that moment between tacos. pokezrestaurant.com

Galaxy Taco, 
Galaxy Taco was born from a verified passion 

for those foods that hail from below 
the border, but this modern spot is 

all–California. From their devotion 
to non–GMO and organic foods 

to spunky, colorful decor, Galaxy 

the massive tequila and mezcal 
selection (one of the largest and 
most varied in the county) that 
keeps you in your seat long after the 

last crumb tumbles. 

The Tacos:
in the delicious bosom of house–made 

tortillas, handmade from non–GMO 
heirloom corn, the masa ground fresh daily. 

The innards of the tacos are where Galaxy’s 
creativity shines; try the tender Lamb Barbacoa, with 

onion, tomato–mint salsa and yogurt, or The Tacolandia, 
which features marinated, braised and seared pork shoulder, 

T
here’s one little four letter word that gets every San Diegan excited; the mere mention of it can make 
our hearts beat faster and our mouths water. That word? Taco.

Every one of us has our favorite taco shop, our favorite style, even our favorite tortilla. We’ll 
argue the merits of our preferred taco with anyone who dares oppose its supremacy—but isn’t that 
boring? We think it’s time to switch things up, and countless restaurants across San Diego are giving 
us the answer to our freshly–proposed prayers. These four taco shops, spread across the county, are 

challenging our ideas about traditional tacos and awakening our taste buds to the possibilities of the humble taco.
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¡SALUD! offers authentic SD 
history and modernity; lowrider 
memorabilia adorns the walls 
of the century–old Bank of 
Italy building. The tacos also 
combine the past with the 
present, embracing classic 
flavors with fresh twists.
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¡salUD!, Barrio Logan
When you combine passions for Chicano culture, lowrider lifestyle 
and tacos, you’re bound to get the perfect, authentic eatery. After 
the overwhelming success of the San Diego Taco Company, 
founder Ernie Becerra decided to open ¡SALUD! in the century–
old Bank of Italy building in historically Hispanic Barrio Logan. 
With an unparalleled devotion to the craft and culture surrounding 
San Diego and her tacos, ¡SALUD! offers the real–deal to those of 
us who are tired of trendier concepts. Grab a seat at a communal 
picnic table and start with some traditional fare, like Mexican Street 
Corn or Frijoles de Olla, before digging into your tacos. 

The Tacos: Start with the Taco de Barrio, carne guisado topped 
with frijol and nopal and presented in a hand–pressed flour 
tortilla. Then go for the classic Carnitas—mouth–watering 
pork served on a handmade tortilla with avo–crema, cilantro, 
onions and pico de gallo—or go meatless with The Veggie Taco, 
featuring soyrizo and potato, red bell peppers, onion, avocado, 
julienned peppers and cilantro. saludsd.com 




